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FOREWORD

FROM THE EDITORIAL DESK
Dear Readers,
Welcome to our first issue of the new
year and a new decade! Admittedly,
2020 has gotten off to a bit of a rocky
start, but we trust it can only get better
from here, and hope that it will be a
year marked by vision and clarity for all
as “20/20” suggests.
At Anglo-Eastern, our vision to become
a digitally enabled ship manager is
certainly becoming clearer, with our
business transformation journey picking
up pace and taking on shape, which
is a topic that Executive Chairman
Peter Cremers touches upon in his
message. In the CEO’s message, Bjorn
Hojgaard lends clarity to the concept
of ‘followership’ – the complementary
‘other half’ of leadership (and, no, we
don’t mean the magazine!).
Also covered in this issue are the
official 10th anniversary celebrations of
the Anglo-Eastern Maritime Academy
(AEMA), several industry awards and
appointments, the usual crew seminars
and gatherings, new developments on
the training and technology front, two
very challenging rescues at sea, and a
double ship modification project, plus
more.

FEEDBACK & SUBSCRIPTIONS

We welcome all feedback, suggestions and article proposals,
and invite you to subscribe to our publication. E-mail your
feedback, subscription request and/or enquiries to us at
leadership@angloeastern.com
You can also subscribe via our website at
www.angloeastern.com/news/leadership
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On the people front, we shine the
spotlight on two of our 17SDG film
‘stars’ and AEMA alumni, 3/O Manisha
Mishra and 3/E Joel Pinto, who were
selected for this issue’s Crew Focus
interviews. Onshore, we interviewed
long-time Anglo-Eastern veteran Chris
Leung, who has been with the Hong
Kong office for an incredible 35 years,
which is a feat in itself!

As for our in-house PICTURE THIS
photo competition, we are delighted to
announce the following three winners,
which we had to mix up in terms of
placement for design reasons:

• FRONT COVER | Placed third

•

•

is previous winner Bsn Ronald
Baldivas for his cheery photo of the
MV Cerafina being loaded with metal
slabs while in port at Tuapse, Russia.
We wanted something different for
the front cover, something bright,
optimistic and activity focused, and
we thought this fit the bill nicely!
BACK COVER | Claiming the top
prize is Cdt Yashwani Bhagal for
his stunning view of the MT Pecos.
We love the framing and the muted
greys, punctuated by splashes of
colour, plus the glimpse of sunshine
breaking through the overcast skies.
An understated photo that at the
same time really stands out for its
simple beauty.
INSIDE FRONT | In second place
is 2/O Vishnu Raveendranathan
for his very creative shot of the MV
Lisbon Express, which he captured
through a crystal ball and singled out
by converting the photo to greyscale,
bar the inverted image of the
container ship. Talk about thinking
outside the box – or inside the ball!

Congrats to our winners, and as always,
keep up the amazing photography and
submissions. Happy reading!
Melissa Otto
Editor, LeaderShip
Group Communications Manager
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GROUP

CEO’S MESSAGE

‘Followership’–
the other
side of
leadership

By now, all of our
shipowner clients will
have received a letter
from Bjorn introducing
our journey on the
road to fundamentally
transform how we go
about running our
company and their ships.

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

A note about
our business
transformation
journey

2 | LeaderShip

With the risk of repeating part of his
message, can I just add how much we
are looking forward to getting this done.
It took us a bit long to get our act
together, but sometimes that’s not
such a bad thing. Rather than quickly
developing the systems ourselves or
rushing to find vendors, we had the
luxury of being able to select a suite of
best-in-class applications and combining
these into a proprietary platform for
Anglo-Eastern that is second to none.
In order to achieve our goals we will
need to be a bit less flexible than
customary, but believe me when I say
that this is only being done with the best
of intentions for a greater good that
will benefit all of our stakeholders: our
clients and their ships, our crew that sail
them, and our employees who support
all of the above from ashore.

It’s all about cost-driven performance,
and it’s about all of us finally leveraging
the benefits of scale that we have to
offer.
Transitions are always difficult times,
more so this one, but with the resources
we have put in place, the dedication from
our project team and people, and our
own little contribution of keeping an eye
on it all (I am learning every day…), we
are confident that we will sail through this
and be ready for the exciting future that
awaits us on the horizon.
Fair winds and smooth seas, indeed!

Peter Cremers
Executive Chairman

We all understand that
business performance is
dependent on leadership
and management at different
levels within an organisation.
We all intuitively ‘get’ that
good leadership increases
the odds of success for a
company or a business unit.
But if leadership is important,
‘followership’ must play a
prominent role, too.

GROUP

Followership is ‘the other side of the coin’
when we discuss leadership, and the side
that gets very little attention. It is, however,
a straightforward concept, being simply
the ability to take direction well, to get in
line behind a programme, to be part of a
team, and to deliver on what is expected
of you. How well the followers follow
is thus just as important to enterprise
success as how well the leaders lead, but
it gets a bit of a bad rap!

So what makes a good follower?

If you have ambitions in corporate life,
you may wish to be a leader. But have you
ever stopped to ask what it takes to be
a follower? Many people shun the idea
of being a follower, which is a shame,
because the practical reality is that no one
reaches progressively more responsible
leadership roles without demonstrating
an ability to follow and function effectively
in a group. In organisations, the fact is
that everybody is both a leader and a
follower depending on the circumstances,
which just adds to the paradox of the
followership stigma.

2. WORK ETHIC
Good followers are good workers. They
are diligent, motivated, committed,
pay attention to detail and make the
effort. Leaders have a responsibility
to create an environment that permits
these qualities, but even so, it is the
responsibility of the follower to be a
good worker. There is no such thing as
a bad worker who is a good follower.

Followership may take the backseat to
leadership, but it matters. Quite simply,
in teams where followership fails, not
much gets done and/or what does
get done is not what was supposed
to get done. Followership problems
manifest themselves as poor work ethic,
bad morale, distraction from goals,
dissatisfied customers, lost opportunities,
high costs, product quality issues, and
weak competitiveness. At the extreme,
weak leadership and weak followership
are two sides of the same coin and
the consequence is always the same:
organisational confusion and poor
performance.

1. JUDGEMENT
Followers must take direction, but
they have an underlying obligation to
the enterprise to do so only when the
direction is ethical and proper. The key
is having the judgement to know the
difference between a directive that you
do not agree with and a directive that is
truly wrong.

3. HONESTY
The follower owes the leader an honest
and forthright assessment of what the
leader is trying to achieve and how. This
is especially the case when the follower
feels the leader’s agenda is seriously
flawed. Respect and politeness are
important, but it is not acceptable for
followers to sit on their hands while an
inept leader drives the proverbial bus
over the cliff. Good leaders are grateful
for constructive feedback from their
team.
4. DISCRETION
“Loose lips sink ships” was a popular
saying during World War II. Followers
owe their enterprises and leaders
discretion. Talking about work matters
inappropriately is at best unhelpful,

and at worst harmful. Discretion just
means keeping your mouth shut. It
should be easy, but many find it next
to impossible. Bluntly, you cannot be
a good follower and be indiscreet.
Everybody who works at an enterprise
has a duty of care, and indiscretion is
not care – it is carelessness.
5. LOYALTY
Good followers respect their obligation
to be loyal to the company. When a
follower has honestly and forthrightly
put concerns forward, but the decision
is still to press ahead, a good follower
rallies behind that decision and stops
the critique. Loyalty is not a synonym
for lapdog, however. Rather, its essence
is a strong allegiance and commitment
to what the organisation is trying to do.
Followers should remember that their
obligation is to the enterprise, not to a
given leader at a given point in time.
6. EGO MANAGEMENT
Good followers have their egos under
control. They are team players in
the fullest sense of the concept, and
they have good interpersonal skills.
Success for good followers relates to
overall organisational achievement,
not personal recognition and selfpromotion. It is difficult, but the best
organisations tie advancement and
reward to contribution to the success
of the enterprise, not the individual,
business unit or department.

only as good as its leaders. It is also only
as good as its followers. Who would not
benefit from giving some thought to how
they could be a better follower? Pondering
that may actually hasten your trip to the
leadership position you actually want.

Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard
Chief Executive Officer

Followership will always be in the shadow
of leadership. But there are no leaders
without followers, and ongoing success
with weak followers will usually prove
elusive. It is true that an organisation is
LeaderShip | 3
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The guests then proceeded to the
auditorium for a formal welcome,
which was hosted by Capt. Purnendu
Shorey, CEO and co-founder of Offing
Group. AEMA Managing Director
Capt. Ravi Anand was the first to
address the guests, followed by VicePrincipal Mahesh Subramanian, who
delivered a cadet report.
The gathering was then addressed
by Anglo-Eastern’s Capt. Pradeep
Chawla, Managing Director of Group
QHSE and Training, who spoke on
the great success AEMA has achieved
over the span of a decade. CEO
Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard echoed these
sentiments and thanked everyone
for supporting AEMA on its journey,
congratulating AEMA and all those
involved on its 10th anniversary.

ANNIVERSARY

A day to remember:
AEMA hosts
10th anniversary
celebrations

On November 9, the campus of Anglo-Eastern Maritime
Academy (AEMA) was a sight to behold. Laid out with red
carpets, flag banners and colourful balloons, and set up
with food and game stalls plus more, the grounds were
transformed like never before, and for good reason –
AEMA’s 10th anniversary celebrations!
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Though AEMA was founded ten years ago
on August 1, a date in early November was
chosen for the celebrations to avoid the
summer holidays and monsoon season.
And sure enough, it was a wonderful day
blessed with fine weather to greet the
arriving dignitaries from the maritime
community and Anglo-Eastern, as well as
AEMA alumni.
After being served welcome refreshments,
the guests were led by Principal Capt.
Sureen Narang and his team through
various projects made by the cadets, who
were on hand to explain their project
work and answer questions. The guests
were very impressed by the cadets, their
demeanour, and their work, and left the
academic block with an appreciation of the
cadets’ learnings and effort, as well as that
of their mentors.

A vote of thanks by Vice-Principal
Tejinder Bhamra marked the end
to the formalities, after which the
celebrations began. First up was
an all-female group that took to
the stage to energise the crowd,
followed by a lively band and dance
performance put on by the cadets.
At the same time, participants were
invited to visit the various food and
game stalls available on site.
All in all, it was a great day and
a memorable occasion for the
guests, faculty and cadets alike.
Before departing, souvenirs were
presented to the dignitaries and
alumni as a token of thanks and to
commemorate the special anniversary.
Congratulations to AEMA, and here’s
to another 10+ years of excellence!

GROUP
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Bharatnatyam, as performed by DNS
Cdt Kavya Rajeev. Her accurate poses,
gestures and expressions enthralled
the audience, who erupted in applause
at the end of her dance. The audience
was then entertained by a lively English
and Hindi band performance, which
drew cheers from the participants.
The cultural segment was followed
by a return to formalities, with Capt.
Santosh Pandey, HOD - Nautical,
presenting the DNS-19 cadet report,
after which Capt. Kapoor was invited
to the stage. He began his address by
praising the quality of AEMA’s campus,
training standards and cadets, then
went on to remind the graduates to
always put their best foot forwards.
As seafarers sailing far and wide, they
are global representatives of India and
must carry themselves with poise and
dignity, he said, before congratulating
them and wishing them a great
journey ahead.

AEMA

DNS-19 cadets celebrate graduation
On December 27, AEMA had another cause to celebrate – the ‘passing out’
of its 19th batch of Diploma in Nautical Sciences (DNS-19) cadets.

Attending as chief guest of honour was
Capt. Amit Kapoor, Deputy Conservator of
Jawaharlal Nehru Port, who was welcomed
as per full AEMA tradition, complete with
a guard of honour, marching band, flagraising, and tour of the academic block,
training facilities and cadet projects.
6 | LeaderShip

Capt. Kapoor was then led to the
auditorium, where the families of the
graduating cadets were already seated,
along with AEMA faculty members, staff
and students. Sweta Singh of the Faculty
of Physics hosted the ceremony, which
began with a welcome speech by Capt.

Gopalakrishnan, Head of Department
(HOD) - Standards of Training, Certification
and Watchkeeping.
Next was a cultural segment put on by
the cadets, which opened with a major
form of Indian classical dance known as

Academic awards were then presented
to DNS-19’s best of the best, namely
Cdt Raman Soni for best all-round
cadet, Cdt Aditya Dhawan for best
academic performance, and Cdt Alen
Joe Mathew for best officer attributes.
Concluding the event was fellow
graduate Cdt Toms Thomas, who
delivered a vote of thanks, which was
followed by the national anthem and
lunch.
Well done and congratulations to
the graduates and award winners of
DNS-19. May their careers with AngloEastern also be blessed with fair winds
and smooth seas!

GROUP

RECOGNITION

Anglo-Eastern awarded for
job creation and CSR activities
Anglo-Eastern was presented with two awards at the 18th
Sailor Today Sea Shore Awards 2019. Held in Mumbai on
November 16, the glitzy awards night drew many big names
from the Indian maritime community, the best of which were
honoured for various attributes and achievements.
Proudly received by Maneesh Pradhan,
Managing Director of Crewing, India, and
a team of colleagues, the awards won by
Anglo-Eastern were for two areas close to
our heart: Creation of Maximum Jobs for
Seafarers, and Exemplary CSR Activities by
a Shipping Company.

Of Anglo-Eastern’s nearly 30,000-strong
pool of active seafarers, around 70% are
Indian nationals. Furthermore, nearly 80%
of our managed fleet is crewed by Indian
officers, so it is not just about numbers, but
also senior opportunities.

On the CSR (corporate social
responsibility) front, Anglo-Eastern
supports numerous community projects
for those in need through its Anavi
charity network, which is voluntarily
staffed and managed by Anglo-Eastern
seafarer spouses, with support from the
company.
Over the years, Anglo-Eastern has been a
consistent winner at the Sailor Today Sea
Shore Awards, though this may be the
first time two accolades were won in the
same year, so a double distinction with
double the honour!
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APPOINTMENT

Bjorn Hojgaard
appointed
HKSOA Chairman

We are delighted to announce the appointment of
CEO Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard as Chairman of the Hong Kong
Shipowners Association (HKSOA). His appointment
follows a two-year tenure as the association’s Deputy
Chairman, and is the second time in HKSOA history that
a non-shipowner has taken the helm.
A toast!
Outgoing HKSOA
Chairman Jack Hsu
(centre), with his
successor Capt.
Bjorn Hojgaard (right)
and incoming
Deputy Chairman
Wellington Koo (left)
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The first time was in 2007, with the
appointment of Executive Chairman
Peter Cremers, which underscores the
close working relationship that AngloEastern shares with the association.
Capt. Hojgaard succeeds Oak Maritime’s
Jack Hsu as HKSOA Chairman, while
Wellington Koo of Valles Steamship was
named Deputy Chairman. The transition
in leadership was formally announced at
the HKSOA Annual Cocktail Reception,
held during Hong Kong Maritime Week
in November.
“It is an honour and a privilege to
be able to lead the Hong Kong
Shipowners Association as Chairman
into the next decade,” said Capt.
Hojgaard. “As a major trade association
representing the local shipping
industry, the HKSOA always strives
to promote its members’ interests
and augment Hong Kong’s role as a
leading maritime centre, which I am
committed to furthering in tandem
with shaping a better maritime future.”

ICS Chairman Esben Poulsson (left), with Anglo-Eastern
CEO and HKSOA Chairman Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard (right)

Also celebrated at the high-profile
industry event was the launch of the
HKSOA-hosted International Chamber of
Shipping (ICS) China liaison office, which
represents the chamber’s first overseas
office outside of London.

GROUP

Anglo-Eastern CEO Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard (right) with
Anthony Nightingale, Chairman of The Sailors Home
and Mission to Seafarers in Hong Kong

RECOGNITION

Hong Kong
Ship Manager
of the Year
Anglo-Eastern is honoured to have
been recently named Hong Kong
Ship Manager of the Year!
The distinction was conferred at The Mariner’s Club
6th Seafarers’ Awards 2019 on January 9. In deciding
which ship manager should receive the award, seafarers
sailing with Hong Kong-owned or -flagged vessels were
surveyed with the assistance of the Hong Kong Shipowners
Association (HKSOA) and 46 participating companies.
Over 11,000 seafarers ended up responding to the
ten-question survey, which included mostly qualitative
questions, with quantitative answers, on such matters
as company support and well-being at sea. The fact this
award was decided by actual seafarers, and by so many,
makes it all the more meaningful and significant.
Indeed, our seafarers are family, so it is with great pride
and much appreciation that we were honoured with this
award, which was presented to CEO Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard
at the awards dinner. Thank you!
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EVENT

Bocimar holds officers’ seminar in Odessa
Bocimar co-hosted its second officers’ seminar with
Anglo-Eastern Ukraine in Odessa on October 22. “This is
our second seminar this year,” said attending Fleet Director
Yash Chawla of the Anglo-Eastern Antwerp office.

of crew, while Anglo-Eastern Ukraine
Director Capt. Oleg Lukyanchenko
highlighted the quality, industry-specific
education and excellent proficiency of
Ukrainian seafarers as a unique ‘selling’
point in the international labour market.

current state of the maritime industry,
company prospects for further cooperation, specific aspects and regulatory
differences of calling on different ports,
and such topics as crew performance,
training and promotion.

“Most of the vessels operated by
our office in Belgium are manned by
Ukrainian seafarers,” said Mr Chawla.
“Our office operates 40 vessels and
two-thirds have Ukrainians on board. It’s
been a fantastic experience to work with
Ukrainian seafarers and we’re going to
continue this fruitful co-operation.” He
cited their strong technical knowledge

“We had a seminar in June when today’s
attendees were on board of the ships,
and now those who attended the seminar
in the summer are at sea to ensure we
cover all crew members.”
Following an open, interactive format,
owner/manager representatives and
crew gathered together to discuss the

Bocimar Operations Director Capt. Ronald
De Pauw emphasised the importance

as a particular strength, though there was
room for improvement amongst junior
ranks in their command of English.
Teamwork and tasks were the next areas
of focus, followed by a discussion on the
changes to industry regulations, including
the new IMO regulations on exhaust gas
treatment. “All Anglo-Eastern vessels
are ready for IMO 2020,” proclaimed
Mr Chawla. Regarding Anglo-Eastern’s
Bocimar fleet, all but one vessel switched
to low-sulphur fuel, while the remaining
ship was fitted with a scrubber.
Another key area for collaboration
between Anglo-Eastern and Bocimar is
the cadet training programme run out of
the Odessa office since it was launched
in 2010. Through the programme,
participating companies are not only
able to help students at maritime
institutions grow into true professionals,
but to also invest in the future of their own
companies.
“Each year, around 100 cadets enjoy an
excellent opportunity to work and train
at sea for their sponsoring companies,
such as Bocimar,” said Capt. Andriy
Boyko, Head of the Anglo-Eastern
Maritime Training Academy in Odessa.
“Many of those enrolled in the early
years of the programme are here in
today’s seminar, and I’d like to draw your
attention to the fact that this event is for
senior officers only.”
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DAO hosts second seminar
for Ukrainian officers
DAO hosted its second officers’ seminar in conjunction
with Anglo-Eastern Ukraine on November 12. Held in
Odessa, the one-day seminar comprised a mixture of
presentations, case studies, and interactive discussions
for some 40 participants.

The seminar kicked-off with a presentation
delivered by Omri Dagul, Executive
Vice-President of Ray Shipping, and Capt.
Nikolay Petkov, Operations Director
of DAO Shipping. Both took turns to
share their insights on recent industry
developments and looked at prospects
for further co-operation with Ukrainian
seafarers.

The second portion of the seminar
examined case studies drawn from the
DAO fleet, after which the floor was
opened up to discussion, with numerous
positive exchanges between officers,
owners and managers. Capping off the
seminar were talks on the importance of
good quality reporting, successes achieved
to date, and the forecast going forward.

This was followed by Anglo-Eastern UK’s
MD Declan Brookes, Capt. Desislav Dimov
and Konstantinos Stavrakis, who covered a
number of pressing industry issues, such as
the implementation of the global sulphur
cap, with a focus on tank cleaning and
monitoring, as well as various technical and
operational issues.

Such seminars have proven to be very
effective in improving communication and
collaboration between officers, owners
and managers, and are an invaluable
opportunity to strengthen understanding
and morale whilst building upon the ‘One
Team’ principle.
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RECOGNITION

Anglo-Eastern leads NOAA
2019 championship
Congratulations to the MV Shandong
Da Ren for winning the global title
with a new world record in the NOAA’s
2019 manual weather observations
championship!

With a phenomenal 8,664 observations last year, the
bulk carrier (which was ranked third in 2018, with
6,399 observations) beat out nine other Anglo-Eastern
managed vessels in the Global Top 20, including the MT
Dancing Brave (6th), MV Shandong Da Cheng (7th) and
MV Shandong Da Zhi (8th), plus six others for a grand
total of ten Global Top 20 spots.
In the 2019 monthly global competition, Anglo-Eastern
managed vessels won every single month, same as
in 2018, thanks to the incredible efforts of the MV
Shandong Da Ren, which won a staggering 11 out of 12
months, and the MV Mineral Charlie (August winner).
The monthly and annual championship is run by the
US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) for voluntarily submitted manual weather
observations by ships at sea as a way to further enhance
data collection and accuracy.
In recent years, Anglo-Eastern managed vessels have
risen up the world ranks to dominate and lead the
competition, winning eight Global Top 20 spots in
2017, nine in 2018, and now ten in 2019, including all
annual world titles since 2016: MT Sigas Silvia (2016),
MV Shandong Da Cheng (2017), MT Jenny N (2018), MV
Shandong Da Ren (2019).
Congratulations to the crew of the MV Shandong Da
Ren on their win and new world record, to those who
made the Global Top 20, and to all who participated in
the competition generally! Full rankings and details can
be found in the accompanying two tables, with AngloEastern managed vessels listed in bold.
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2019 GLOBAL TOP 20
RANK
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

17.

18.
19.

20.

SHIP NAME
Shandong Da Ren

Seven Seas Voyager

Zaandam

Seabourn Sojourn

Noordam

Dancing Brave

Shandong Da Cheng

Shandong Da Zhi

SBI Hercules

Volendam

TOTAL OBSERVATIONS
8,664
6,717

6,309

5,757

5,321

5,294

5,081

4,903
4,853

4,624

Ore Brasil

3,497

AM Quebec

2,616

Pelican Island

AM Ghent

Seven Seas Explorer

Norwegian Pearl

Ore Italia

3,464

2,565
2,503

2,375

2,340

Saga Beija-Flor

2,246

Mineral Charlie

2,188

President Kennedy

2,239

2019 MONTHLY WORLD LEADERS
MONTH
JAN

SHIP NAME
Shandong Da Ren

TOTAL OBSERVATIONS
735

MAR

Shandong Da Ren

734

FEB

APR

MAY
JUN
JUL

AUG
SEP

OCT

NOV
DEC

Shandong Da Ren
Shandong Da Ren
Shandong Da Ren
Shandong Da Ren
Shandong Da Ren
Mineral Charlie

Shandong Da Ren
Shandong Da Ren
Shandong Da Ren
Shandong Da Ren

Photo credit: 3/O Arjun Sanil

668
709
741
720
726
741
714
735
709
736
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EVENT

Diamond Anglo hosts
first-ever seminar for
officers and ratings

Diamond Anglo Ship Management (DASM) played proud
hosts to its first-ever seminar for officers and ratings this
November 11-12. The two-day seminar, themed “Aiming Zero”,
was held in Mumbai for around 110 officers and 50 ratings.

As the first such seminar for DASM, it was
a very special event for everyone involved,
and the excitement amongst the crew was
evident. The main focus of the seminar was
on developing and promoting a strong
safety culture across the DASM fleet, with
a ‘dream’ goal to zero injuries and zero
accidents.

The senior management teams of
Diamond S Shipping in the US and DASM
in Singapore both attended the seminar,
which saw plenty of enthusiastic sharing
of opinions, thoughts and suggestions on
a number of topics and issues from across
the board.
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NEW OFFICE

Hong Kong HQ: Let the
renovation works begin!
18 (half floor), which is one of the most
consolidated office footprints currently
available in Hong Kong for a company of
our size. Connecting the three levels will
be an internal central staircase, especially
designed and constructed for us, amongst
many other exciting features, including a
contemporary design, open pantries and
multiple collaboration zones.

For those of you who don’t
know, our HQ in Hong
Kong will be moving to
Kowloon Bay’s Kingston
International Centre in
April!
For better cross-functional collaboration
and ease of access, a decision was made
to relocate to new premises where we can
consolidate our office footprint by having
fewer but larger, internally connected floors.
With over 500 employees in a city where
extensive floor space is limited, however,
that was easier said than done. But after
much research, site visits and deliberation,
a handful of options were identified, of
which Kingston International Centre was
deemed the best overall match for all of
our requirements.
KIC, as it is also known, is a relatively new
office building, completed only in 2018
and still largely unoccupied. The 22-storey
tower is a top-tier Grade A commercial
property and certified ‘green building’ that
boasts high ceilings and a gross floor area
14 | LeaderShip

of around 28,000 sq. ft per level – 2.5 times
that of our present office.
Anglo-Eastern will occupy less than three
adjoining floors on Levels 16, 17 and

To ‘KIC-start’ the process, a special
‘groundbreaking’ ceremony was held
onsite on January 6, complete with a roast
suckling pig. The traditional ceremony,
intended to celebrate the first day of
renovations and to bless and confer luck

on the whole process, was officiated by
Anglo-Eastern ExCom members Peter
Cremers, Bjorn Hojgaard and Mark
Stevenson, as well as the director of the
contracting company, and attended by
key project participants.
Since the ceremony, renovations
have commenced in earnest and are
progressing at full speed to ensure a
timely completion date. All in all, this is
a very exciting time for our head office
in Hong Kong, and we look forward to
communicating more updates on the
new office as we near our move-in date,
so stay tuned!

Reusable bottles
for all employees
and crew
At Anglo-Eastern, we stand behind the 4Rs of
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Rethink, and what
better way to start 2020 than with a smaller
plastic footprint? How? By issuing each and
every employee across all offices within the
group with an official Anglo-Eastern stainless
steel bottle for their personal use, including
each and every active member of crew
currently serving in our managed fleet!

A lot of care was taken in the conceptualisation of
these reusable bottles, which are crafted from certified
food-grade materials and shipped without plastic
packaging. The bottle itself is made from brushed 18/8
stainless steel for a classic, all-natural finish. Intentionally
understated, the laser-etched design showcases our
logo on one side and the 4Rs on the other as a subtle but
ever-present reminder.
In terms of specifics, each 600 ml bottle (same as a
Starbucks Venti, incidentally) features a double wall to
help conserve the temperature of internal contents (hot
or cold), a carabiner and finger loop for easy attachment
and portability, and a wider mouth to facilitate cleaning.
Hopefully everybody will find the bottles and these features
as useful as we do, and appreciate their classic design!

A smaller
plastic
footprint
starts
with you!
1. REDUCE
consumption of single-use plastics
like plastic bottles, bags, takeaway
boxes, disposable cutlery and
straws. Refuse single-use plastics
when offered, and bring/use your
own alternatives instead.
2. REUSE
plastic bottles, containers and
bags as much as possible before
recycling them (where possible).
3. RECYCLE
your plastic waste, both at work
and at home – and wherever else
in between! Look for recycling bins
and try to avoid mixing recyclable
plastics with general waste.
4. RETHINK
the way you use and depend
on plastic, especially single-use
plastics, and look for sustainable
ways to reduce your plastic
footprint in the long run.
REACH OUT
to your family, friends, and other
social/community groups to
educate them about the issues
and how they can be a part of the
solution, not the problem.
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Santa’s little helpers! Hong Kong employees
had their bottles personally delivered in time
for the Christmas holidays by Melissa Otto and
Mandy Chan of Group Communications
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AECMP’s Paul Bagalay and
Neeraj Dhingra with Hapag-Lloyd’s
Mohammad Saleem Sabir,
Karen Ogidigben and
Friedrich Jan Akkermann

COMPETITION

Bowl me over!
Team AECMP claims
first runner-up title
Our Manila office proved
their mettle in the lanes,
winning the first runner-up
plaque at the ATPI - Turkish
Airlines 3rd Inter-Manning
Company Bowling
Tournament held on
October 12.
Team AECMP: Fernando Arriola, Jhoan Caderao,
Paul Bagalay, Marife Jaramillo and Armando Talania
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Nineteen manning companies took part in
the event, which was a great opportunity for
teams to bond outside of the office, while
enjoying some friendly competition and
all-round fun.
Representing Anglo-Eastern Crew
Management Philippines (AECMP) were
team captain Paul Bagalay and members
Armando Talania, Fernando Arriola, Jhoan
Caderao and Marife Jaramillo, who together
dominated the lanes, beating out all other
teams bar one. Well played, Team AECMP,
and congratulations!

The winner of the mechanical
bull competition, flanked by
AECMP’s Gregorio Sialsa and
Capt. Dhingra, and HapagLloyd’s Capt. Akkermann and
Ms Ogidigben
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EVENT

Hapag-Lloyd
treats Filipino
crew to family
day and party
On November 20, HapagLloyd hosted a memorable
family day and year-end
party in Manila for its Filipino
seafarers.

plus awards for best costumes. Highlights
included a mechanical bull that proved a
big hit with the seafarers, and a karaoke
challenge that saw Ms Ogidigben step up
to the plate (or should that be mic?) and
impress the crowd with a couple of songs.

All in all, it was a fun and enjoyable day for
everyone, so a very successful inaugural
event indeed, and the first of more no
doubt. Yee-haw!

Held at the Palacio de Maynila, the
Western-themed event was attended by
seafarers and their families, as well as
representatives from Anglo-Eastern Crew
Management Philippines (AECMP) and
Hapag-Lloyd.
Notable attendees from the German
shipping giant included Senior Director
Capt. Friedrich Jan Akkermann, Director
of Ship Management (Technical)
Mohammad Saleem Sabir, and Director
of Crew Management and Training Karen
Ogidigben.
Around 175 ‘cowboys’ and ‘cowgirls’
attended the special occasion, which
featured lots of food, games and activities,
LeaderShip | 17
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Making different
the new normal

Manisha Mishra, Third Officer, MV True Chariot
AEMA Graduate, Class of 2015
Where are you from?
Bhubaneswar, capital of Odisha, India.
How long have you been sailing, and how
many years with the group?
I started out with Anglo-Eastern as a
deck cadet in 2014 at the Anglo-Eastern

Maritime Academy (AEMA), and have been
sailing for the last four years. I was one of
two female cadets accepted into AEMA
for the first time. I’m currently four months
into my fourth sailing and my first as Third
Officer.
Why did this line of work interest you?
How did you get started?
I was good at my studies, but engineering
and medicine did not interest me, which is
what almost every kid pursues in India. I had
always wanted to do something different,
something distinguishable from the usual
9-to-5 job. The idea that women are meant
for certain roles and professions was also
unacceptable to me. Challenge is what I was
looking for.
I had no idea about shipping when I joined,
but I have always had a love for water as
well as a job that requires a uniform, ever
since I was a kid, so this career seemed
perfect to me.
Use three words to describe your current
role.
Officer, proud mariner, daughter. (Forgive
me for the extra word!)
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Describe a typical day or week.
As Third Officer, I have four key
responsibilities: Bridge watchkeeping
from 8-12 every morning and evening;
routine maintenance of lifesaving and
firefighting equipment, and keeping them
in readiness for inspections or emergencies;
planning drills under the master’s guidance;
and taking care of bonded stores and
provisions.
What is the most challenging or rewarding
part of your current role?
The fact that I can provide for my family
while I fulfil my desire to discover different
cultures and different parts of the world is
definitely rewarding. Not many people can
say that their job makes their dreams come
true.
Now, about the challenge. Our job is for
sure not something everyone can do and
endure. The pressures at sea and in ports
can be tremendous, which makes it all the
more hatke (different), as we say in Hindi.
Seafaring is not just a job – it’s a lifestyle that
requires total commitment.
I do wish I could stay at home more. I am
my mother’s daughter, after all, and would
like to be with her as much as I can. But
then again, sometimes sacrifices have to be
made for a greater good.
What was the most exciting/adventurous
thing you ever experienced at sea?
Every day is an adventure! But if I were to
choose one, it would be the first time I ever
experienced heavy weather. I know that may
sound strange, but it was a new experience
for me. It was so bad, it was impossible to
sleep. I even had to tie and secure myself to
the bed! Truly unforgettable, lol.

What is your favourite type of vessel to sail
and favourite port city? Why?
I’ve sailed on three different types of cargo
vessel, but still not a tanker or container
ship. I don’t know about others, but bulk
carriers I love the most because of the
nature of operations. Maintenance is given
great importance here, and the technicality
of it has interested me. Work planning is not
as easy as it looks, and I’m realising that now
I’m finally an officer.

“I had always wanted to
do something different,
something distinguishable
from the usual 9-to-5 job.
The idea that women are
meant for certain roles
and professions was also
unacceptable to me.
Challenge is what I was
looking for.”
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I would say that my favourite port so far is
Recife, Brazil. The reason is deeper than
one may think – it actually changed my
perspective on life. Looking at the people
there, I realised how important it is to
enjoy every day of your life, because it’s
too short. Work will always be there, but
we should learn to have a good time no
matter where we are and who we are with.
If you were shore-based, what would you
like to be?
I have actually never given that any
thought! For a long time, I had always
wanted to be a commercial pilot. Even my
mother forced me to join the Indian Air
Force, given my cadet corps background.
But in the future, I hope to move into
management.
What do you do in your spare time?
I love swimming, basketball and
badminton. In my free time, I also read
books, paint, listen to music or dance. I’m
an avid lover of art in any form.

Seafaring:
A family tradition

Joel Pinto, Third Engineer, AEMA Graduate, Class of 2012

Where are you from?
Being a seafarer, I count myself blessed
to be a global citizen, but I am a Goan
by heritage. Goa is a coastal state on the
west coast of India and a very popular
international holiday destination. I studied
and spent my formative years in Juhu, a
coastal suburb of Mumbai. After getting
married earlier this year, I shifted base to
Pune, which is a satellite city of Mumbai.
How long have you been sailing, and how
many years with the group?
I have been part of the industry since 2012
and have been with Anglo-Eastern since
the inception of my career – even before
then, if you count my pre-sea training.

University of Mumbai and my graduate
marine engineering (GME) qualification
from the Anglo-Eastern Maritime
Academy (AEMA), from which I
graduated top of class in 2012.
Use three words to describe your
current role.
Exhilarating, dynamic, adventurous.
Describe a typical day or week.
A regular day at sea starts with an early
morning round of the engine room at

06:00. Besides doing a ‘health check’
of the running machinery, it also gives
us a fresh perspective on how to plan
out the rest of the day. The entire team
meets at 08:00 for a toolbox meeting in
the engine control room (ECR), the tasks
for the day are discussed, and the risks
involved and measures to mitigate those
risks are explained. Each crew member
is encouraged to voice their opinion and
share past experiences related to the task
at hand, so that we all get an opportunity
to widen our horizons.
Depending on the location of the ship,
the temperature of the engine room
varies from 36°C to 48°C, so we need to
keep ourselves well hydrated. Our day
is punctuated by two tea breaks and an
hour-long lunchbreak. It is imperative that
the machinery that has been overhauled
during the day are tested, monitored
and kept in a ready-to-work or ‘standby’
condition.
Joel and Amanda on their wedding day in early January

Why did this line of work interest you?
How did you get started?
I hail from a family of seafarers and am the
nineteenth seafarer in my family. My father
is a master with a sea career spanning 43
years (ten of which were with Denholm/
Anglo-Eastern), and I have several cousins
who are part of the industry as well, so
a career at sea was a natural transition.
Coincidently, my wife also hails from a
family with a lot of seafarers!
I attained my bachelor’s degree in
mechanical engineering from the
LeaderShip | 19
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If you were shore-based, what would you
like to be?
I enjoy teaching. I started private coaching
in 2008, while I was in my second year
of mechanical engineering, and have
been teaching subjects related to marine
engineering since 2015. I have successfully
guided 48 candidates to attaining their
MEO Class 4 Certificates of Competency
After a tense 20 minutes, the sharks swam
(CoCs) and a further 36 candidates to
off and we lowered our pilot ladder to the
attaining their MEO Class 2 CoCs. I have a
15 stranded seafarers, who had been adrift
for more than two weeks. We were the fourth special bond with my students and share
ship to pass them in 17 days, and it’s a good in their elation when they clear their exams,
which is very gratifying.
thing that we did. Our captain received
a bravery award and the rescue chopper
dropped off a crate of champagne as thanks What do you do in your spare time?
I play badminton at three clubs in the
for our effort.
city, and played at the state level while in
college. I enjoy reading: I do not have a
That was one of the most exciting
Kindle, but my personal library boasts more
experiences I’ve had on a ship, and it also
than 400 books! While in Goa or abroad,
served as my induction to doing the right
I never miss out on an opportunity to go
thing the right way.
snorkelling and kayaking.
What is your favourite type of vessel to sail
and favourite port city? Why?
On board his most recent ship,
Barring my first ship, which was a bulk carrier,
the MT Alpine Maya
I have been actively sailing in the chemical/
product tanker fleet. Chemical tanker vessels
are relatively small in size (under 200 metres),
which gives them the advantage of being
able to manoeuvre through small inland
rivers. We thus get to visit a lot more ports,
unlike larger vessels like VLCCs.
and began hauling their craft closer to our
vessel. Just at that moment, three sharks with
huge dorsal fins began circling the craft! It
was quite a blood-curdling scene, and no
amount of cinematography could do justice
to the look of terror on the faces of the
people on that raft.

Proud parents, plus two generations of seafarers accounting for 50 years at sea!

A job is considered complete only after
the machinery has been tested, the area
secured, and the tools put back in place.
While working in a dynamic environment,
the Japanese philosophy of a place for
everything and everything in its place
is an absolute must. At 16:45, the team
convenes in the ECR and accounts for the
tasks completed, and on a normal working
day, we ‘un-man’ the engine room at 17:00.
The duty engineer additionally takes a
night round at 21:00 for a final check of
all running equipment and propulsion
machinery.
What is the most challenging or rewarding
part of your current role?
The most challenging thing about working
on a ship as an engineer is that you have
to come to terms with the fact that there
exists a limited stock of spares on board,
especially during a breakdown. The upside
to this situation is that we are pushed to
hone our skill sets, carry out our routine
maintenance proactively, and importantly,
to think outside the box. Nothing could
ever beat the je-ne-sais-quoi exhilaration of
solving a problem with our own innovation
when we have nothing at hand.
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Another upside is that with just one person
per rank, peer pressure is virtually nonexistent. This gives us room to work flexibly,
while also promoting job learning for the
next rank down, because a helping hand is
always welcome.
What was the most exciting/adventurous
thing you ever experienced at sea?
My first ship was the MV Saga Enterprise,
which I joined back in 2012. Just 20 days
into my maiden voyage, we were involved in
a rescue operation that I’ll never forget.
On that fateful night, I woke up at 02:00
upon sensing that the engine had stopped
vibrating. I rushed to the engine room only
to find the whole team in the ECR. Upon
seeing me, the chief engineer instructed
me to go to the bridge and check what
was happening. Apparently, the duty
officer had spotted a floating craft that was
signalling SOS. We were just off the coast
of Madagascar at the time, and there was a
chance that this could be an ambush.
After consulting the company, Capt. K.
Shivaramakrishnan decided to rescue the
stranded seafarers. We threw them a lifeline

Izmir in Turkey is by far my favourite port. It is
a melting pot of the Roman, Byzantine and
Ottoman Empires. The combination of street
food, Turkish coffee and water sports are the
ideal recipe for an amazing vacation, and the
baklava is just lip-smacking! I was fortunate
to have visited this port three times, and each
experience was always something new and
exciting.
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A 35-year digital
transformation journey
Chris Leung, Systems Manager, Hong Kong

Where are you from?
Hong Kong.
How long have you been with the group?
I have been with Anglo-Eastern for 35 years.
What is your current role and how did you
end up in it?
My current role is Systems Manager. I started
out at Anglo-Eastern as an accountant in the
Accounts department, and began focusing
on the computerisation side of things.
As a result, I was subsequently appointed
Computer Supervisor, and in 2012, I was
promoted to Systems Manager.
According to the previous CIO, systems
management should fall under IT, so our
team was transferred to IT’s Business
Systems Support unit with effect from
January 2020.

What did you do before Anglo-Eastern?
Before joining Anglo-Eastern, I was the
manager of a factory and trading company
in Nigeria that specialised in steel works,
office furniture and paints. Their head
office was in Hong Kong, but they needed
someone in Nigeria to help set up and
manage their finance system and to liaise
with local banks on such matters as forex
payments for imported machinery, etc.
That’s how I ended up in Nigeria, working
between Kano in the north and Lagos.
What made you decide to join the
maritime/ship management industry?
An ex-colleague of mine joined AngloEastern as a fleet accountant and
suggested that I do the same, since he
knew I wanted to work back in Hong Kong.
I had already spent three years in Nigeria
by then, and my parents were keen for me
to return home.

The rewarding part is the satisfaction
derived from maintaining and growing our
systems to cope with the group’s expansion
from 20+ ships and a single office in Hong
Kong to more than 600 ships and multiple
offices worldwide over the past 35 years.

What is the most challenging or rewarding
part of your current role?
The most challenging aspect is maintaining
day-to-day operations for feeding data from
various systems to the core accounting
system in order to generate monthly OPEX
reports for 300+ vessels managed by our
Hong Kong and Singapore offices.

Describe a typical day or week.
Monitoring the day-to-day integrations
between various systems, such as Eyeshare, Concur, MESPAS, ShipServ and
ShipNet. Ensuring user support cases are
well addressed in a timely fashion, which
also includes following up cases forwarded
to vendors.

Receiving his long service award for 35 years from Executive Chairman
Peter Cremers at this year’s annual dinner in January

Use three words to describe your current
role.
Right, right and right! By that I mean do the
right thing at the right time for the right cost.
If you could be a seafarer, what would you
like to be?
I would like to be a chief cook on a bulker.
What do you do in your spare time?
I enjoy reading, hiking, badminton and
swimming.
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A passion for engineering
and model-making
At LeaderShip, we love to receive stories about the lesser
known talents of our crew and shore staff. Every issue
features the best of our in-house photographers, and most
recently we showcased our seafaring literary talent.

We have also covered several model
hobbyists, who meticulously handcrafted
model ships and other miniatures out of
scrap material and other waste during
their free time at sea.
In this issue, we have another model
maker, but one with a more technical
bent: Amar Kumar, a recent graduate
of Anglo-Eastern Maritime Academy’s
GME-25 batch, who was most recently
sailing as an engine cadet on board the
MV AM Annaba. In his free time, when
not on duty or studying, Cdt Kumar
enjoys making working engineering
models, and it is this interest that led him
to construct a working model of a DC
generator out of engine room scrap.
Using the fins from a dismantled LED
bulb as a turbine for the generator, a
shaft and wooden board for mounting,
the same LED lamp bank as a load
(converted from series to parallel), and
a DC motor from a condemned thermos
flask, he was able to assemble a working
model with the addition of a starter
switch and 9V cell.
“When rotated using compressed service
air from an air gun, the motor works as
an alternator and lights the bank of LEDs.
Simultaneously, when operated from the
switch, it can be run as a motor as well,”
he explained. “I have several such ideas
and I like to use my free time on board to
make such models out of scrap.”
We like to see such interest, initiative
and creativity, so kudos to Cdt Kumar
for making good use of his free time by
turning his learnings and passion into
practice and fun. Well done!
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Anglo-Eastern
pioneers new gaming
app for seafarers
Anglo-Eastern has always been at the forefront of adopting
modern technologies and innovative learning methods
for seafarers, from state-of-the-art simulators to virtual and
augmented reality, to now the latest offering: an educational
gaming app designed to reduce shipboard deficiencies.
Launched during Hong Kong Maritime
Week in November, “Vessel Inspector” is
a gaming app that encourages players to
compete against peers towards an end
goal of zero deficiencies. The learning
objective is to enhance situational
awareness skills in a competitive gaming
environment that both complements and
amplifies learning.
Vessel Inspector is intended for seafarers,
as well as vessel managers, marine
managers and port state inspectors.
It was developed in conjunction with
MarinePALS using the maritime technology
solutions provider’s GAMES platform,
and is available via Google Play Store.
The app is amongst one of the first in the
maritime sector to leverage the concept of
gamification for the creation of a fun and
captivating learning experience.

“Over two-thirds of our workforce are
Millennials, and Millennials love technology
and games. We believe that gaming apps
are thus an excellent way to enhance
learning by offering a fun, engaging and
interactive environment with an element of
competition,” said Capt. Pradeep Chawla,
Managing Director of QHSE and Training.
”This app will complement our growing
library of virtual reality and other modern
learning aids.”
Added CEO Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard: “We are
undergoing a digital transformation in all
areas of our operations, and these efforts in
the field of training are part of our overall
transformation to be the most modern,
leading ship manager in the world. We are
already amongst one of the largest ship
managers, but we also want to be the best
in all aspects.”
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Let’s get digital!
Anglo-Eastern to
adopt Wärtsilä Fleet
Operations Solution

Anglo-Eastern has partnered with technology group Wärtsilä
to digitalise its fleet operations. The Wärtsilä Fleet Operations
Solution (FOS) by Transas will be rolled out to Anglo-Eastern’s
global fleet over the course of the year, and supports
full voyage planning and execution, as well as engine
performance and fuel efficiency monitoring.
The Wärtsilä FOS integrates individual
processes that are otherwise separate
from each other to optimise the planning,
weather routing, fuel consumption, and
speed of a vessel. It also facilitates shipto-shore reporting and fleet performance
management to reduce fuel consumption,

taking into consideration charter party
compliance, speed management, as well
as hull, propeller and engine condition.
Key benefits of deploying the Wärtsilä FOS
include a unique platform that integrates
with a ship’s planning station and
electronic chart display and information
system (ECDIS), immense cloud computing
power, machine learning, data analytics,
and onboard/onshore mobile applications.
Said Capt. Pradeep Chawla, Managing
Director of QHSE and Training, on
the broader benefits of adopting the
solution: “We believe that Wärtsilä’s Fleet
Operations Solution will further increase
ship navigational safety, reduce crew
workload, and improve fuel efficiency.”
“We are keen to leverage the advantages
of the latest digital solutions to maximise
the efficiency of our voyages and the
performance of our fleet,” added CEO
Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard.
“Realising the opportunities made possible
by Wärtsilä’s Fleet Operations Solution, we
look forward to contributing to the further
development of the solution as an early
adopter.”
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AEMTC adds dual-fuel
engine training
to course offerings
Anglo-Eastern is the only ship manager in the world to
conduct OEM-approved courses via its largest training
centre in India. MAN Energy Solutions, Wärtsilä and WinGD
– three of the largest manufacturers of main engines
worldwide – have endorsed official training courses at the
Mumbai Anglo-Eastern Maritime Training Centre (AEMTC).

Recently, before the end of the last year,
another milestone was reached in AEMTC’s
journey to enhance the knowledge and
training of today’s generation of seafarers:
the addition of dual-fuel engine courses to
its network of training centres.
As more shipowners turn to gas-fuelled
engines in order to meet emission
regulations, AEMTC took the strategic
decision to incorporate dual-fuel engine
training as part of Anglo-Eastern’s larger
commitment to environmental concerns
and compliance with the IMO’s NOx Tier
III requirements and other stringent fuel
regulations.

The new training will be delivered
in partnership with WinGD. Signing
the agreement for the Swiss engine
manufacturer were Dr Rudolf Holtebecker
and Gregory Sudwoj, and Capt. K.N.
Deboo and Francis Akkara for AEMTC. As
part of the agreement, six trainers from
AEMTC’s Mumbai, Manila and Ukraine
training centres, and five vessel managers
from Anglo-Eastern Hong Kong and
Singapore were enrolled in a two-week
WinGD train-the-trainer programme.
Now, as certified WinGD trainers, they can
in turn instruct crew on the theory and
functionality of RT-flex, Generation X and

AEMTC Vice-Principal Francis Akkara (fourth from right) and the in-house team
of certified WinGD engine trainers, including dual-fuel engine training

the newest low-pressure dual-fuel X-DF
engines. Learning will be imparted by
using a blend of conventional classroom
instruction and training materials, and
the use of WinGD engine simulators and
the manufacturer’s W-Xpert engine room
simulation software.
After completing the various courses,
Anglo-Eastern engineers will be able
to safely and efficiently operate, adjust
and troubleshoot all in-scope engines,
engine control systems, and fuel/gas
modes as applicable. By introducing
proper maintenance methods, they will
also develop a better understanding of
the structure and principles of key engine
components, and thus how to proactively
prevent performance issues at sea.
The new WinGD course offerings
available through the AEMTC network
include:

• Operation Advanced Course UNIC-DF
(Dual Fuel) Controlled Engines
• Operation Advanced Course UNIC
Controlled Engines Diesel
• Operation Advanced Course WECS 9520
Controlled Engines
• Theoretical Course UNIC Controlled
Engines Diesel
• Theoretical Course WECS 9520
Controlled Engines
To support the new training, AEMTC
Mumbai has installed three WinGD engine
simulators (UNIC-DF, UNIC, WECS 9520)
for practical, hands-on experience to
help engineers familiarise themselves
with the handling and operations of such
sophisticated, high-performing machinery.
In terms of actual WinGD engines in the
Anglo-Eastern fleet, around 130 managed
vessels are sailing with WinGD engines,
which is similar to the number sailing with
MAN ME-GI/ME-LGI engines.
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there were 45 persons on board, coming
from Iran, Iraq and Russia, I guessed that it
was a migrant boat in trouble.

Crew of the MT Navigare Tolero

RESCUE AT SEA

MT Navigare Tolero
rescues 42 at sea

In his own words, Capt. Harbinder Singh Soni, then Master
of the MT Navigare Tolero, recounts one of Anglo-Eastern’s
largest rescues at sea in recent times, with the recovery of
42 migrants from a single sailing vessel while off the Greek
coast last September.
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Our vessel, the crude oil tanker MT
Navigare Tolero, had left the port of
Trieste, Italy, and was heading south. On
September 24, we were drifting in position
about 150 nm west of Kalamata Port, 70 nm
SSW of Zakynthos Island, awaiting orders
to proceed. At about 11:45 local time, I
was on the bridge when I heard someone
calling for help. When the same message
was repeated, I asked the officer on watch
to respond and ask for a position from the
calling station. The reply came immediately,
giving a position about 9 nm from our
vessel.
We contacted the calling boat again and
asked for the nature of their distress. We
were told that they were taking in water
and had 45 people onboard. We assured
them that help was on the way in about
two hours. The officer on watch took
details of the number of souls on board
and their nationalities. On hearing that

My firm belief has always been that when
someone calls for help, I do what I can. It
is our duty to save life at sea, regardless of
nationality, status or the circumstances in
which people are found. But this involved
my crew as well. One question initially
troubling me and my senior officers was
what if these were a bunch of armed
terrorists plotting a hijacking? A quick
meeting with all senior officers in which I
put forward my thoughts and took input
from them helped me take account of our
readiness and ensure our capability to
handle the situation. We decided to go
ahead as a team.
TAKING ACTION
The senior officer’s deck team, consisting
of Chief Officer Aditya Rana, Chief
Engineer Sixto Luis B. Miranda and
Second Engineer Arumugaraja Mani,
was asked to prepare for picking up a
large number of people. An emergency
message was relayed to all ship staff to
muster on deck.
We started proceeding to the distress
position while contacting the Maritime
Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC)
Olympia by phone. The MRCC radio
passed on our communication to Joint
Rescue Coordination Center (JRCC)
Piraeus, after which we started reporting
to them. I was told that coastguard boats
were about six hours away if required.
Piraeus JRCC declared Navigare Tolero as
on-scene commander and asked two other
vessels to proceed to the location.

TECHNICAL

I informed my company’s DPA (dedicated
person ashore), charterers and other
relevant contacts about my decision to
proceed to the rescue operation. A support
system was set up immediately, and an
emergency group was formed in the Hong
Kong office who were standing by to
provide any help or coordination that may
be required.
Once the boat was in sight, I manoeuvred
my vessel close and asked the boat if they
could use their engines to come alongside.
The person who was speaking to the vessel
knew a little English and understood my
intention. He started the boat engine to
come alongside to starboard, on the lee
side.

A TRICKY PICK-UP
From the deck, we saw many people
inside the boat, and passed the forward
and aft painters so that the boat could stay
alongside. Since my vessel was in ballast,
we had about 15 metres freeboard. We first
tried to lower our gangway, but the boat
was rolling so much that its mast kept hitting
the gangway, so we had to stop as it looked
as if it might get damaged or the wire might
part after repeated strikes from the boat’s
mast. The roll/pitch/sea condition was such
that even using the combination rigging
had the mast hitting the gangway.
Next, we tried with the pilot ladder alone.
One survivor came up the ladder. However,
when we saw his condition after climbing
15 metres, we decided not to ask any other
survivors to board this way as they might fall
into the sea. We lowered a harness to assist
survivors in the climb and ensure they would
not fall while coming up the side, but none
of them were able to put it on.
After that, we tried the ship’s crane and
rescue basket. Again, we were unable to
use it as the boat’s mast kept hitting the
crane wire. In addition, the basket got
entangled with the mast and sheets if we
targeted the stern area or the bow area for
survivors to climb over. If we avoided this
area, the basket was too far from the boat,
and there was a risk that people would fall
off. This method was also dropped.
Throughout all this, we continued to
provide water and food while these pick-up
attempts were underway.

Capt. Harbinder Singh Soni

Once all of the above methods had failed, I
decided to change the ship’s heading and

Getting everyone on board proved more challenging
than manoeuvring the two vessels together

try the gangway again. We slacked the boat
a bit astern and lowered the gangway all
the way to water level. The boat was then
made to come under the gangway slowly,
so that the mast did not hit it. We asked the
survivors to climb the gangway and slowly
we took everybody on board. The final
headcount was 42: 40 men and two women.
Once the survivors were on board, as
on-scene commander for the rescue, I
then released the vessels on standby for
assistance. The boat was cast off after
ensuring from the survivors that there was
no one left on board. The JRCC confirmed
that they would be sending out a safety
message notifying traffic of an unmanned
boat adrift, and asked us to confirm the
position where the boat had been cast off.

Piraeus JRCC ordered us to proceed to
Kalamata Port, about 152 nm east of our
position. The persons onboard were given
food/water and their belongings were
checked for any weapons and contraband
items. Their names and nationalities were
recorded.
THE TWIST
Once all the survivors had come on board
into the safety of the vessel, they turned
from being survivors to migrants. The only
person who spoke English demanded that
I take them to Italy, not to Greece. I had to
politely refuse, as Greece was the nearest
place I could take them and they had no
choice where they would go when rescued
at sea.
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The first rescued migrant, and the photograph that best captured and justified it all for Capt. Soni

When they realised the vessel was
proceeding to Greece, the migrants
warned that they would jump overboard,
rather than go there. One man actually
tried, but the ship’s staff and other men
stopped him from falling over the railings.
The senior officer’s deck team did an
excellent job handling people, and the
situation was brought under control with
21 ship staff on deck.
At this point I had to tell the JRCC that my
crew could be in danger and I might have
to leave the survivors on deck and lockdown to save the crew from a manhandling
situation.
The JRCC asked to speak to the person
in charge of the migrants. He was called
to the bridge, and the JRCC assured him
that their demand that our vessel be met
by a UN boat and not a police boat was
understood. Only after this assurance did
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the migrants eat. They were given bed
sheets and provided with sanitation and
toilet facilities under close monitoring by
the crew.
Once the group leader was off the bridge,
I requested the JRCC to ensure that
whoever came onboard should be in
plainclothes, as the migrants might
jump overboard on seeing any police
personnel. JRCC complied with this
request. By this time, the migrants were
getting anxious and visibly violent. We
safeguarded ourselves by securing
all of the ship’s doors, with only one
door kept open for staff to return to the
accommodation if
the situation worsened.
All the migrants used the washrooms and
cleaned themselves. The night passed
by and my officers/crew were on deck
watching over the migrants to ensure they

did not create any more unrest amongst
themselves or with ship staff. I remained
on the bridge for any communication with
JRCC, who wanted to be kept informed of
the situation on board.

of those 20 tense hours, we had a small
get-together and I conveyed my heartiest
congratulations to all ship staff for a job
well done and how much I appreciated the
sincere efforts we all put in.

The vessel reached Kalamata Port and was
escorted by a patrol boat all the way to the
anchorage area. The vessel remained adrift,
and after a few minutes, a boat with a coast
guard dressed in plainclothes came up the
gangway and immediately took over. After
a brief session of paperwork on the bridge,
all 42 people were taken away within an
hour and we were permitted to sail out.

Not only did we watch over the migrants,
but we also watched over each other at
all times, and that sense of achievement
was once again complete when I saw a
photograph of the first rescued survivor
hugging my crew for saving his life. A
picture really is worth a thousand words,
and then some.

AFTERMATH
The officers, crew and myself were
overwhelmed with the satisfaction of
saving life at sea and realising what we
had achieved in a span of just 20 hours.
Later, to wind down from the after-effects

Capt. Harbinder Singh Soni
Master, MT Navigare Tolero
Also submitted to The Nautical Institute and published
in its Dec 2019 issue of Seaways magazine.

Altogether 40 men and 2 women of Iraqi,
Iranian and Russian nationality were rescued
from the overcrowded sailing vessel
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Capt. Anil Wahane and crew with the 11 fishermen

RESCUE AT SEA

MT New Enterprise saves 11
amidst perilous storm conditions
Shortly before midnight on the stormy evening of
December 3, not long after departing Saudi Arabia for Japan,
the MT New Enterprise received an urgent distress call.
The Indian fishing vessel, SV Azarel, had
found itself caught up in severe weather
conditions brought about by a developing
tropical system and was now experiencing
engine difficulties and taking on water. Far
from land and faced with the very real risk
of sinking, the 11-member fishing crew
had every reason to fear for their lives.
Given the gravity of the situation, Capt. Anil
Wahane immediately alerted the Indian
Coast Guard, which in turn requested
the tanker’s assistance in rescuing the
distressed fishermen. All relevant parties
were notified of the SAR operation, which
required the New Enterprise to divert its
course and sail through turbulent waters
of the Arabian Sea in 35-knot winds, heavy
rain and poor visibility.

Despite the dire conditions, the New
Enterprise managed to locate the Azarel
after just 1.5 hours of receiving the distress
call. Through skillful manoeuvring, a secure
position was achieved that allowed the
fishermen to quickly board the tanker to
safety in the very early hours of December
4, where they were given health checkups, first aid, food and dry clothing, plus
accommodations in the unused Suez
cabins.

fishermen were provided with
communication facilities in order to contact
their villages/families.
The New Enterprise arrived at the
disembarkation point shortly before 17:00,
where it was subsequently met by the ICGS
Samar for the handover. All 11 fishermen
were safely transferred to the pick-up
vessel before 18:00, leaving the tanker
free to resume its original course to Chiba,
Japan.
“Under your command, your crew has
displayed prompt response and the

utmost sense of responsibility in rescuing
precious lives at sea. The swift actions
and well-coordinated rescue by your
crew demonstrated the highest level of
professional acumen and noble intent
towards saving lives of fellow marines,
which is in keeping with the highest
maritime traditions,” wrote Indian Coast
Guard Director General K. Natarajan to
Capt. Wahane in a letter of appreciation.
Indeed, well done to Capt. Wahane
and the crew of the New Enterprise
for their quick and timely response.
Not only did they save 11 lives in dire
need of rescuing during perilous
storm conditions, they did so with
professionalism and compassion,
ensuring their comfort and well-being
the entire time they were on board.
#LeadingWithIntegrity
#SettingTheStandard
#SeafarersWithPassion
Despite the stormy nighttime conditions, the
two vessels were able to manoeuvre alongside
each other smoothly for a quick rescue

All relevant parties were notified of the
successful SAR operation, upon which
the Indian Coast Guard instructed the New
Enterprise to sail towards Lakshadweep
Islands off the west coast of India for
the handover. While proceeding towards
the disembarkation point, the rescued
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Mighty Servant 3 making its first of six cargo runs between China and the US. Loaded on deck is a prefabricated component for a new ethylene plant

ENGINEERING

A mighty effort! Anglo-Eastern undertakes
double modification project with Boskalis
Semi-submersible heavy-lifts are designed to transport large, irregular cargoes that
other ships cannot, such as prefabricated components/modules for offshore platforms,
drilling rigs and construction projects, or to serve as floating dry-docks for other vessels.
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Bridge wing extension (Mighty Servant 3)

3 x 60 metre outrigger (Mighty Servant 3)
New mooring winch!

Given the changing nature and capacity
requirements of the cargo, semisubmersible heavy-lifts need to be a blank
canvas, if you will, hence their large, open,
undefined decks. More than that, they
need to be adaptable and open to hull
structure modification.

Modified transom (Mighty Servant 3)

Such was the case with the Anglo-Eastern
managed MV Mighty Servant 1 and MV
Mighty Servant 3 in the second half of
last year. The two Boskalis vessels were
selected to transport prefabricated
components from China to the US for
the construction of a new ethylene plant
in Texas. In order to accommodate the
oversized cargo, however, modifications to
the two vessels were necessary.
Anglo-Eastern Hong Kong’s Technical
team, together with their engineering
counterparts at Boskalis, worked on the
double modification project, which took
around six weeks in dry-dock to complete
per vessel. Managing the project for AngloEastern was Vessel Manager Vishal Singhal,
supported by Docking Cell Manager Timo

Dekoning and Senior Vessel Manager
Anand Dwivedi.
In both cases, the most significant
modification was the repositioning of the
ballast casings, which are normally affixed
to the aft of the vessel. Due to the cargo
size and loading requirements, however,
these needed to be moved out of the way
towards the stern via rails laid down on
deck especially for this purpose.
Once reaffixed alongside the superstructure,
further underdeck reinforcements were
added inside the ballast tanks on Mighty
Servant 1. New mooring winches were
also installed at the rear of both vessels
to account for the existing ones that had
moved, being a part of the ballast casings.

bar and other unrequired fixtures were
removed, filled in and smoothed to
strengthen the stern and allow for a flush,
unobstructed berthing during roll-on/rolloff cargo operations.
Mighty Servant 1 was the first to be
modified and has already delivered its first
of six prefabricated components for the
construction project, while Mighty Servant
3 is presently en route with the same at the
time of writing.

Additional underdeck reinforcements
(Mighty Servant 1)

On Mighty Servant 3, the main deck
width was extended on one side by three
metres with the addition of an outrigger
measuring 3 x 60 metres. This in turn
required a three-metre extension to
the corresponding bridge wing. At the
transom, an unnecessary counterweight
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MEET THE FLEET

Welcome to the Anglo-Eastern family
We take great pride in our growing family and warmly welcome each and
every new member that joins us. Below are our most recent new joiners since
the last issue until the end of January 2020. Fair winds and following seas!
DATE

VESSEL NAME

VESSEL TYPE

06-Nov-2019

SM Savannah

Container ship

11-Nov-2019

Lowlands Orange

Bulk carrier, Panamax

12-Nov-2019

True Captain

Bulk carrier, Capesize

14-Nov-2019

MSC Savannah

Container ship

19-Nov-2019

SM New York

Container ship

20-Nov-2019

Brunswick

Tanker

22-Nov-2019

Marine Hope

Tanker, VLCC

26-Nov-2019

Chemroad Sea

26-Nov-2019

Wellpark

30-Nov-2019

Hatteras

Tanker, VLCC

12-Dec-2019

Crateus

Bulk carrier

08-Jan-2020

MP The Kraft

21-Jan-2020

MP The Hightower

OFFICE

MASTER

CHIEF ENGINEER

OWNER

Hong Kong

Tadeu P. Rebelo

Santhana R. Rajaram

Far Eastern Leasing

95,823 dwt

Singapore

Rolan V. Layague

Augusto R. Abando

CLdN

180,981 dwt

Hong Kong

David Powell

Ravi K. Agrawal

JP Morgan Asset Mgmt

8,586 teu

Hong Kong

Rajesh K. Verma

Tercon R. Vaz

Far Eastern Leasing

8,586 teu

Hong Kong

Abhijit Sinha

Rohan R. Sathe

Far Eastern Leasing

8,600 teu

45,902 dwt

Hong Kong

Caesar J. Fernandes

Geo J. Kattikkattu

Union Maritime

318,747 dwt

Hong Kong

Ajay K.D. Singh

Rameshwar Dayal

Cido Shipping

Tanker

33,560 dwt

Singapore

Sreenesh K. Sreenivasan

Deepak J. Do Rosario Souza

Iino Kaiun Kaisha

Bulk carrier

37,429 dwt

Hong Kong

Amit Raj

Pushan C. Dutta

Denholm Shipping

297,638 dwt

Hong Kong

Rajesh K. Bhalla

Senthilkumaran Subramanian

Euronav

42,618 dwt

Hong Kong

Ievgen Volkov

Joydeb Halder

Companhia de Navegação Norsul

Bulk carrier

209,199 dwt

Hong Kong

Ajay B. Mehta

Subhasis Dam

Mangrove Partners

Bulk carrier

209,191 dwt

Hong Kong

Amruth A. Rasquinha Prabhu

Ravy Arumugam

Mangrove Partners

MV Wellpark
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CAPACITY

MT Hatteras

MV MP The Kraft
(newbuilding)

MV Crateus

MV SM Savannah

MV MSC Savannah

MV SM New York

MV True Captain

MV MP The Hightower
(newbuilding)

MT Chemroad Sea

MT Marine Hope
(newbuilding)
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MT Brunswick

MV Lowlands Orange
(newbuilding)

www.angloeastern.com

